Workbook For Milady Natural Hair Care And Braiding
Synopsis

The Student Workbook contains detailed interactive exercises such as fill-in-the-blank and matching, designed to reinforce learning and increase student comprehension.
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Customer Reviews

At first I thought this book was very helpful for studying for the state board exam. The more I use it the more I realize that it is a waste of money because it does NOT provide the answers to the questions. Because there is no answers provided in the book makes it very difficult to quiz yourself properly, or learn from your mistake. To be honest that is the main reason why people purchase workbooks to use as a study guide and to quiz themselves. I highly recommend the Milady Natural hair care and braiding text book. But NOT the WORKBOOK. PS. I called Malady and spoken with Jenna Wilkerson and she informed me that an answer sheet exist but it’s only for teachers. This makes no sense. Students need it more than teachers. The student are learning. The teacher should already know the answer. So why do they get the answer sheet and not us the students who paid for the book? Anyway, my suggestion is to save your money. I came across other books that provide questions with answers to better prepare you for the state board exam. Good luck to you all. Wishing you much success in your natural hair care journey.

Do not purchase this workbook nor the text book! Several of the questions are paired with incorrect answers, and far too much of the actual educational material is incorrect. For example, I drove myself crazy trying to complete the crossword puzzle of Chapter 1 (History and Career opp), and received a poor grade. When the instructor took extra time to review the document, she determined
that every last question/answer pairing of the workbook was wrong - THE ENTIRE WORKSHEET!!!!! And when the instructor contacted the company, she was told THE SCHOOL must constantly check the Milady website for error corrections - WHAT A LACK OF RESPONSIBILITY MILADY! DO YOU THINK SCHOOLS ARE GOING TO CONSTANTLY CHECK ALL OF THESE DIFFERENT MILADY SUBJECTS, OR WILL YOU JUST TAKE THE HIT AT YOUR EXAM BEFORE THE BOARD? YOU WILL NOT DO WELL ON THE STATE BOARD EXAM IF YOU DEPEND ON THIS MILADY COLLECTION. FYI, THE MILADY BARBER COLLECTION IS ALSO FILLED WITH ERRORS. ADDITIONAL

Dear Milady - In that you are in the business of producing educational material that could present community health risk, errors of this magnitude are unacceptable, and the State Boards should band your material until you can present the correct answers. YOU SHOULD BE GRADED WITH AN F- Every last one of your books has multiple answer and educational errors. If you cannot provide correct learn materials, this is not the business for you. So, for the good of the public at large - GET IT TOGETHER OR GET OUT OF THE EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS BUSINESS

Very nicely written and simple to understand for a lay person.

got this for self education alot of great info

The book is great.
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